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Spindle oscillations are generated predominantly during sleep state II, through cyclical interactions 
between thalamocortical and reticular neurons. Inhibition from reticular cells is critical for this activity; 
it enables burst firing by the de-inactivation of T-type Ca2+ channels. While the effect of different chan-
nelopathies on spindling is extensively investigated, our knowledge about the role of intrathalamic con-
nections is limited. Therefore, we explored how the connection pattern and the density of reticular 
inhibitory synapses affect spindle activity in a thalamic network model. With more intrareticular connec-
tions, synchronous firing of reticular cells, and intraspindle burst frequency decreased, spindles length-
ened. In models with strong intrareticular inhibition spindle activity was impaired, and a sustained 
6–8 Hz oscillation was generated instead. The strength of reticular innervation onto thalamocortical cells 
played a key role in the generation of oscillations; it determined the amount of thalamocortical cell bursts, 
and consequently spindle length. Focal inputs supported bursts but affected only a few cells thus barely 
reinforced network activity, while diffuse contacts aided bursts only when a sufficient number of reticular 
cells fired synchronously. According to our study, alterations in the connection pattern influence thalamic 
activities and may contribute to pathological conditions, or alternatively, they serve as a compensatory 
mechanism.
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INTRODUCTION
The thalamus plays a primary role in generating spindle oscillations, an activity pre-
dominantly appearing during sleep stage II [1, 24, 25]. Its appropriate regulation is 
critical to normal brain function: the density and duration of spindles correlate with 
age, general intelligence, learning and problem solving ability [26]. Sleep spindles 
are reduced in schizophrenics [9], and share common mechanisms with absence epi-
lepsy [1, 22]. Genetic mutations leading to spike and wave discharges (SWD), the 
hallmark activity of absence epilepsy, affect sleep spindle properties as well [22].
Spindle waves are generated through cyclical interactions between thalamocortical 
(TC) and thalamic reticular (NRT) neurons involving both the intrinsic membrane 
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properties of these cells and their anatomical connections [19]. Inhibition from the 
NRT is required to deinactivate T-type Ca2+ channels, thus preparing TC cells to pro-
duce burst firing. The strength and duration of inhibitory inputs determines the syn-
chrony and period of the oscillation, respectively [24]. A fine balance of excitation 
and inhibition is required for normal thalamic function [10]. The effect of different 
channelopathies on this balance is extensively investigated [18], while the contribu-
tion of the connection pattern is relatively unknown. Moreover, in vitro preparations 
do not preserve the connection pattern completely; therefore these measurements may 
not reveal the changes of the network accurately. In vivo methods, like functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), could expose changes in thalamocortical con-
nectivity [8], but fMRI is unable to reveal details of intrathalamic communication. 
Experiments showing changes in IPSC amplitude or in the number of inhibitory 
synapses in epileptic animals [3] suggest that altered communication between TC and 
NRT cells is involved in the development of pathological thalamic functions. 
Due to the limitations of experimental manipulation of the connection pattern, we 
explored its possible role in a network model of TC and NRT cells [6, 7]. In this 
model we modified the connection pattern and strength of (intra-NRT and NRT to 
TC) inhibitory synapses to explore their effect on the spindle oscillations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The network model was constructed from single compartment TC and NRT cells in 
the NEURON [13] modelling environment.
TC and NRT cell models
For the purpose of this study we adapted the models of NRT and TC cells used by 
Destexhe et al. [6, 7]. Membrane potential was governed by the following equations:
CmׁVTC = – gL-TC ∙ (VTC – EL) – IT-TC – Ih – IKL – INa – IK – IGABA-A-TC – IGABA-B
and
CmׁVNRT = – gL-NRT ∙ (VNRT – EL) – IT-NRT – IK(Ca) – ICAN – INa – IK – IGABA-A-NRT – IAMPA
where VTC and VNRT are the membrane potentials of TC and NRT cells, Cm the spe-
cific membrane capacity, gL-TC and gL-NRT the leakage conductances. IT-TC and IT-NRT 
the T-type Ca2+ currents, Ih is the hyperpolarization-activated cation current, IKL a leak 
potassium current, IK(Ca) a Ca2+-activated K+ current, ICAN a Ca2+ activated cation 
current, INa and IK the Na+ and K+ currents responsible for action potentials, 
IGABA-A-NRT the currents of GABAergic synapses between NRT cells, IGABA-A-TC and 
IGABA-B the GABA-A and GABA-B components of IPSPs on TC cells, and IAMPA the 
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AMPA/kainate receptors in synapses from TC to NRT cells. Conductances of synap-
tic currents were adjusted to match experimental behaviour: the AMPA current was 
set to be able to activate NRT cells following TC cell firing [11], while the input from 
an NRT cell did not always evoke TC burst [2].
Architecture of the basic network
We modified the network model constructed by Destexhe et al. [7] to incorporate the 
following anatomical findings. The intrathalamic network consists of more TC than 
NRT cells [16], TC cells are not interconnected [12], while some NRT cells innervate 
others [23]. Axonal arborization of NRT cells are heterogeneous, ranging from spa-
tially diffuse structures with low densities of synaptic contacts to those that are focal 
and establish more contacts on a TC cell [5]. Reciprocal connections are rare between 
TC and NRT cells [20], and the divergence of inputs from NRT to TC is larger than 
from TC to NRT [16]. Our basic network (Fig. 1A) was constructed considering these 
experimental findings. Accordingly, in the “basic” model 67% of the NRT cells inner-
vated 2 other NRT cells, thus every 3rd NRT cells gave no intra-NRT axon. Each TC 
cell connected to 3 NRT cells, while each NRT cells, except the 10th, inhibited 10 TC 
cells. The 10th NRT cell contacted with 16 TC cells representing the NRT cell type 
described by Cox et al. [5] that innervate many TC cell but forms only a few syn-
apses on each. Between TC and NRT cells only 9.37% of the possible connections 
were reciprocal.
Reproduction of spindle activity
Electrophysiological recordings show 1–3 s long spindles separated by 5–20 s refrac-
tory periods, 10–14 Hz intraspindle burst frequency, and TC cells tend to fire only in 
a subset of burst cycles [3, 10]. Blockade of the AMPA current abolishes spindle 
activity [25]. In the presence of bicuculline (a GABA-A antagonist) only a low-fre-
quency oscillation can be detected and neither the blockade nor the increase of the 
GABA-B current changes the spindle activity drastically [15].
For each synapse type we used identical conductance values in every cell except 
in the 10th NRT cells. Cox et al. [5] showed that the axonal arborization patterns of 
NRT cells as well as their inhibitory effects were heterogeneous, some NRT cells 
formed “weak” inhibitory connections with many TC cells, activating only 1–3 
release sites in each. In the basic model the 10th NRT cell represents this type: it con-
tacts with 16 instead of 10 TC cells and activates only a few release sites, thus the 
Gmax values of these synapses were set to 1/10th of the other NRT synapses. 
To find models generating spindle activity with the above characteristics, we 
increased the maximal synaptic conductance values (Gmax) of GABA-A-NRT, AMPA 
synapses from 5 nS to 50 nS in 5 nS steps and the Gmax values of GABA-A-TC in 
1 nS steps with all the synaptic Gmax combinations. The smaller steps were required 
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to find suitable Gmax values for GABA-A-TC synapses; otherwise we could not repro-
duce the required level of TC cell bursting: they should not generate a burst following 
every NRT input, but should produce enough to sustain spindle activity. The ratio of 
GABA-A-TC and GABA-B Gmax was fixed to 10:1 [7]. For each GABA-A-NRT 
Gmax, we selected a single model that reproduced spindles with the lowest AMPA and 
GABA-A-TC Gmax pair. In these models we studied how connections within the NRT 
and from NRT to TC affected spindle activity and synchronous firing within the net-
work.
Analysis of the simulations
Bursts were defined as APs following at least 50 ms silent period in a cell. We defined 
spindles at the network level, as groups of bursts surrounded by at least 500 ms long 
silent periods. Intraspindle burst frequency was defined as the instant frequency of 
bursts within a spindle. Mean intraspindle burst frequency for the NRT was the aver-
age of all intraspindle burst frequencies in NRT cells. Synchrony in a nucleus was 
characterized by the number of cells firing in a 10 ms time window. Results were 
expressed as the mean ± SD.
RESULTS
Basic models
With the “basic” connection pattern (Fig. 1A) five models generating spindles with 
parameters similar to electrophysiological recordings (Fig. 1B) were selected. Within 
the tested synaptic conductance range we found models satisfying our criteria (see 
methods) when the Gmax values were between 0–25 nS for the GABA-A-NRT syn-
apses, 20–25 nS for the AMPA synapses and 6–9 nS for the GABA-A-TC synapses. 
Models with parameters outside that range failed to reproduce spindle oscillations 
accurately. These models showed similar spindle length, interspindle intervals, and 
mean intraspindle burst frequency (Fig. 1Ca–c). Blockade of AMPA receptors hin-
dered spindle activity (not shown). Bicuculline application resulted in an oscillation 
with ~3.5 – 4 Hz frequency (Fig. 1Cd), while manipulating the GABA-B current 
varied the timings of the bursts (Fig. 1Ce). Despite the simplified rules we used for 
the construction of the “basic” model, cell activities varied, neither NRT nor TC cells 
formed groups with different levels of bursting (not shown). 
Inhibition and diversity within the NRT
Altered inhibition within the NRT could reflect changes in receptor number or their 
subunit composition [27]. The former might reflect the reorganization of intra-NRT 
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connections. To mimic this, we changed the number of NRT cells providing intra-
NRT contacts (Fig. 2A). Without intra-NRT axons the length of the spindles or the 
intraspindle burst frequencies were similar in all models (Fig. 2B–C, “0%”). In the 
presence of intra-NRT axons, increasing GABA-A-NRT conductance and/or the 
number of connections increased spindle lengths and decreased mean intraspindle 
burst frequencies marginally (Fig. 2B–C), except in the models with “100%” NRT 
connection pattern where spindle length reached ~14 s and intraspindle burst frequen-
cies dropped to ~7 Hz with large GABA-A-NRT conductance (Fig. 2B–C, 25 nS, 
“100%”, Fig. 2Da bottom). Since varying the number of intra-NRT connections also 
changed the total inhibition received by NRT cells, we tested if the effects observed 
in “100%” NRT connection model could be reproduced by simply scaling GABA-A-
NRT in the “basic” model to the same total Gmax value. “Basic” models with increased 
GABA-A-NRT could not reproduce the activity found in the “100%” NRT connec-
tion models (Fig. 2Db), suggesting a role for connection patterns in shaping the activ-
ity. However, creating a small group of cells with connections similar to the “100%” 
case (Fig. 2A “Group”) resulted in a long second spindle with reduced burst fre-
quency (Fig. 2Dc) resembling to the pattern found with “100%” NRT connection 
models (Fig. 2Da bottom). The occurrence of synchronous firing among NRT cells 
was high in the models with small GABA-A-NRT Gmax, and hardly changed with 
intra-NRT connections; bursts in the middle of a spindle recruited nearly all NRT 
cells and ~50% of TC cells (Fig. 3A). In contrast, models with large GABA-A-NRT 
and “100%” intra-NRT connections showed less synchronous firing (Fig. 3Ab). Not 
only the peak value changed, but also the dynamics of synchrony levels within a 
spindle. In the models with no intra-NRT connection the number of cells recruited to 
the spindle increased rapidly and then dropped abruptly (Fig. 3Ab grey), while in the 
models with “100%” connection and large GABA-A-NRT, the synchronous firing 
especially in the case of the NRT cells changed more slowly (Fig. 3Ab black). The 
increase of GABA-A-NRT in the “basic” models hardly affected synchronous firings 
(not shown). However, in the “group” model (Fig. 3B black) we found decreased 
←
Fig. 1. Spindle characteristics in the basic models. A) Connections in the “basic” model. The model 
consisted of 21 NRT and 63 TC cells, numbered from zero. Vertical axis: source cells, horizontal: target 
cells. 2/3rd of the NRT cells innervated two other NRT cells, and every 3rd innervated none (left top). Each 
TC cell innervated 3 NRT cells (left bottom). NRT cells gave input to 10 TC cells except the 10th NRT 
cell, which innervated 16, more widely distributed TC cells (right). B) Spindle oscillations generated by 
the model with 15 nS GABA-A-NRT, 20 nS AMPA, and 8 nS GABA-A-TC Gmax values. Stars (*) mark 
the spindle enlarged in the bottom. C) Graphs showing the characteristics of spindle activity in the five 
basic models. Models with 5–25 nS GABA-A-NRT Gmax values (horizontal axis) satisfied our criteria. 
Ca) Spindle lengths were between 1.0 and 2.7 s. Cb) Interspindle intervals varied between 10.0 and 13.3 
s. Cc) Mean instant burst frequencies were between 10.0 and 12.8 Hz. Cd) No GABA-A: an oscillation 
with 3.5–4 Hz frequency was evoked when GABA-A Gmax = 0. Ce) Changes in the GABA-B current: 
simulations with basic (top), zero (middle) and increased (bottom) GABA-B Gmax. IPSPs with a GABA-B 
component cancelled more LTCPs, and perturbed LTCP timings more prominently than GABA-A IPSPs. 
Intraspindle burst frequency slightly decreased when GABA-B Gmax was doubled compared to its basic 
value
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synchrony especially in TC cell firings compared to the “33%” NRT connection 
model (Fig. 3B grey). In the “group” model synchrony was not lower throughout the 
spindle, during its second half more cells fired synchronously in the “group” than in 
the “33%” NRT connection model (Fig. 3B).
The divergence of NRT input to TC cells
The GABA-B component of the NRT IPSPs plays a pivotal role in the deinactivation 
of T current, hence TC cell bursting [15, 19]. It is significant only when NRT cells 
fire bursts and activate several synapses on a TC cell [15]; therefore the weight of this 
IPSP component changes with NRT axon ramification. To study this effect we con-
structed two models with altered NRT to TC connections. We kept the sum of GABA-
A-TC Gmax values activated by a single NRT cell constant. In the first altered connec-
tion pattern inputs from the NRT were more focused (Fig. 4A “focal”), every 2nd NRT 
cell innervated only 5 TC cells instead of 10, while the other pattern involved diffuse 
NRT inputs (Fig. 4A Diffuse), each NRT cell innervated 16 instead of 10 TC cells. 
“Focal” inputs could evoke bursts in TC cells, but they innervated less TC cells than 
basic inputs, therefore overall firing, as well as the difference between NRT and TC 
cell activities decreased (Fig. 4Ba middle column). In models with high synchrony 
←
Fig. 2. Intra-NRT connections decrease burst frequency and increase spindle length. A) Intra-NRT con-
nections: we changed the density of intra-NRT inhibition by increasing the number of cells with intra-
NRT axons from zero “0% = none” to 21 “All = 100%”. Altogether five different patterns were con-
structed: “0% = none”, “33%”, “Basic = 67%” and “All = 100%” refer to models within intra-NRT axons 
arose from  0, 1 out of 3, 2 out of three, and all NRT cells, respectively. In the “Group” model the number 
of NRT cells providing intra-NRT axons is the same as in the “33%” model but these connections arose 
from 7 consecutive NRT cells. B) The effect of intra-NRT connections on mean intraspindle burst fre-
quency: graph shows the decrease in mean intraspindle burst frequency in the models with the five 
selected GABA-A-NRT values as the number of intra-NRT connections increased. The frequency reduc-
tion was the steepest in the two models with the highest GABA-A-NRT, it dropped from 9.2 to 6.7 and 
6.9, when we changed GABA-A-NRT from 15 (Ns) to 20 Ns and 25 nS, respectively. C) The effect of 
intra-NRT connections on spindle lengths: graph shows the variations in spindle length in the models, as 
the number of intra-NRT connections increased. With no intra-NRT connection, spindle length hardly 
varied (1.3–1.5 s); it changed more dramatically in models with high GABA-A-NRT values. In the mod-
els with “100%” NRT connection, the spindle length increased from 1.9 s to 7.7 s when we set GABA-
A-NRT from 15 nS to 20 nS. D) The effect of intra-NRT connections on burst timings: raster plots show 
bursting activity: with each row representing a cell, the burst timings of 21 NRT and 21 TC cells are 
depicted between 14 and 34 s. Da) Burst timings in the models with “100%” intra-NRT connection, small 
(5 nS) and large (25 nS) GABA-A-NRT Gmax. With “100%” connection bursting tended to slow down and 
sustain for several seconds. With large GABA-A-NRT, the first, evoked activity was that long that its end 
was captured in the plot. Db) Basic (“67%”) models with increased GABA-A-NRT Gmax (1.5×5 nS and 
1.5×25 nS). We increased GABA-A-NRT Gmax values by 50% to match the sum of the Gmax values in the 
“100%” model used in Da. The enhancement induced an increase in spindle length, but it was less dra-
matic than the increase shown in Da. Dc) Burst timings in the 25 nS GABA-A-NRT model with “group” 
connection. A sustained bursting activity, similar to Da bottom, appeared in this model; however, other 
spindles were shorter, similar to spindles in the basic model
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Fig. 3. The effect of intra-NRT connections on the synchrony of NRT and TC firings. Graphs show the 
number of NRT and TC cell firings in a 10 ms long time window during the 2nd spindle. A) With intra-
NRT connections synchrony of cell firing decreased. Graphs show the level of synchronous firing in 
models with “100%” (black) and “0%” (grey) intra-NRT connections. Inserted diagrams show the two 
NRT connection patterns. Aa) In the models using small (5 nS) GABA-A-NRT Gmax at peak nearly 100% 
of NRT cells and 50% of TC cells fired synchronously. Firing in the models with “0%” and “100%” NRT 
connections showed similar synchrony, the two superimposed graphs are nearly identical. Synchrony 
increased steeply and then dropped abruptly. Ab) In the models using large (25 nS) GABA-A-NRT syn-
chrony with “0%” NRT connections (grey) was similar to Aa, while with “100%” NRT connection 
(black) at peak 38% of the NRT cells and 32% of the TC cells fired synchronously. In NRT cells syn-
chrony in firing decreased less steeply, oscillation sustained for a long period (NRT, black), in TC cells 
peak synchrony was achieved later than in the “0%” NRT connection model (TC black). B) The effect of 
intra-NRT connections on spindle length was stronger in the model where NRT cells with intra-NRT con-
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nections were grouped. Graphs from models with “group” (black) and 33% (grey) intra-NRT connections. 
Inserted diagrams show the two NRT connection patterns. In the “33%” connection at the peak 50% of 
NRT cells fired synchronously, and this value steeply diminished by the end of the spindle (NRT grey) 
while in the “group” model a comparable peak value was reached, then synchronous firing of NRT cells 
dropped to 20% (NRT black). The peak synchronous TC cell firing was 30% in the “33%” NRT connec-
tion model (grey) and 17% in the “group” model. The dynamics of the change was similar except at the 
end of the spindle (TC black)
Fig. 4. Different level of convergence from NRT to TC mainly affect TC cell bursting. A) NRT to TC 
connection patterns. Focal connection consisted of NRT cell connecting to 5 TC cells instead of 10. 
Diffuse connection pattern is composed of NRT cells innervating 16 TCs. B) Cumulative number of 
bursts for all NRT (black) and TC (grey) cells shown in models with NRT to TC connections illustrated 
above them in A. In models with basic (67%) NRT connection either with small (5 nS; Ba) or large (25 
nS; Bb) GABA-A-NRT Gmax values the focal NRT to TC connection (middle column) showed lower 
activity, and more similar burst counts in NRT and TC cells than the basic model. The effect of diffuse 
connection (right) was the opposite, activity increased in the NRT cells therefore burst counts of the two 
cell types differed more in this model than in the basic model. Bc) Graphs show the activities in the model 
with no intra-NRT connection and high (25 nS) GABA-A-NRT Gmax value. With focal NRT to TC con-
nection, the oscillation stopped after a few bursts, while with diffuse NRT to TC connection the activity 
hardly changed
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among NRT cells (models with weak GABA-A-NRT Gmax) after a few bursts, oscil-
lation stopped completely (Fig. 4Bc middle); the small amount of activated TC cells 
could not sustain a spindle. The effect of “diffuse” inputs was the opposite, it was less 
effective to evoke bursts in TC cells, but reached more TC cells than the basic input, 
thus overall activity, and also the difference between NRT and TC cell activities 
increased (Fig. 4B right column). With “diffuse” connections spindles shortened 
slightly the weaker output to TC cells was less effective to evoke bursts than the basic 
input especially when only a few NRT cells fired synchronously (not shown).
DISCUSSION
We based our study on a well-established network model of NRT and TC cells [7] and 
kept the basic features of the circuitry, namely NRT cells inhibited each other via 
GABA-A synapses, and TC cells via GABA-A and GABA-B synapses while TC cells 
activated NRT cells via AMPA synapses and they were not connected to each other. 
Into this frame we incorporated additional anatomical findings to construct our 
“basic” connection pattern (Fig. 1A). With the tested synaptic Gmax values several 
models reproduced spindle activity. While experimental findings allowed us to 
restrict the accepted Gmax value intervals for AMPA, GABA-A and GABA-B currents 
[3, 11], the effect of intra-NRT connections was less clearly delineated, a recent study 
[14] even doubted their existence, while another found that intra-NRT connections 
target only a subpopulation of NRT cells [4]. Nevertheless we kept the intra-NRT 
connections to stay consistent with the model of Destexhe [7], and to provide a source 
of coherence among NRT cells substituting external sources such as the basal ganglia 
not explicitly modelled here. We also demonstrated the feasibility of spindle activity 
without intra-NRT connections in the model (Fig. 2).
When we changed the number of intra-NRT connections, we found that increased 
intra-NRT inhibition lengthened spindles, decreased spindle frequency and the level 
of synchrony. In this model Ca2+-dependent augmentation of Ih causes depolarization 
and ceases oscillation [7]. Intra-NRT inhibition, by decreasing the synchrony and the 
frequency of NRT cell bursts and consequently TC cell bursts, lessened Ca2+-
dependent augmentation of Ih, thus sustained oscillations longer. Several studies 
showed the opposite: increased intra-NRT inhibition was antiepileptic and decreased 
inhibition proepileptic [21, 23], suggesting a role for other mechanisms not included 
in this model. It should also be noted that in these experiments all NRT-GABA-A 
receptors were modified uniformly, while the rearrangement of intra-NRT changed 
the strength of the connections non-uniformly. Alternatively, the presence of another 
NRT cell type, described by Clemente-Perez et al. [4], could explain the discrepancy 
between our simulations and experimental results. According to their study the NRT 
cells that receive the majority of the intra-NRT input are responsible for only the 
minority of NRT or TC cell bursting in sensory thalamic nuclei, thus hardly affect 
oscillatory activities, unlike the NRT cells in the model. However, the increased sus-
ceptibility of mice lacking T type Ca2+ channels in NRT cells to drug-induced SWD 
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could be explained by the mechanism we found in the model: in these mice increased 
tonic firing of NRT cells is able to support long-lasting oscillations with 4–12 Hz 
frequencies, when GABA-B current is increased [17].
Next, we changed the number of TC cells innervated by a single NRT cell without 
affecting the sum of the outgoing synaptic Gmax values. In the “focal” model this 
yielded large GABA-AB IPSPs, but only in a few TC cells while in the “diffuse” 
model a single NRT cell elicited small IPSPs in several TC cells. The net effect 
depended on the synchrony of NRT inputs, and in turn, the number of TC cells exhib-
iting large GABA-B IPSPs. This finding offers an explanation to apparently contra-
dictory experimental results: increased GABA-B IPSPs promote slow epileptic dis-
charges, when they affect many TC cells [15], but desynchronize the network when 
they are evoked in only a few TC cells [24].
In summary, we showed that changes in the connection pattern affect the activity 
of the thalamic network and their effect is shaped by the balance among synaptic cur-
rents. While the modulation of the connections between NRT and TC cells altered 
spindle oscillations similarly to experimental findings, the rearrangement of intra-
NRT connection did not mimic activity changes found in several models of absence 
epilepsy.
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